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 La Silla Problems Report: On Going 
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010322 2.2m FEROS cannot take exposures with 
ADCA IN 

To be done during August Technical Time, unless there is another 
reason to lower the instrument from the telescope 

010341 2.2m By comparison new c.u. flat fields with 
old ones from the archives, I can see 

that with the old c.u. the flux was much 
more uniform from blue to red. 

The alignment was done by PSI and waiting for comments (not 
possible this week due to the bad weather) in order to close it.  

010345 2.2m No Zero point data plotted by AutRep JUR found that the information is not generated in the pipeline, so it 
has been re-assigned to the astronomer in charge (FSE). A 

reminder will be sent to FSE. 
010363 2.2m The wfwacu workstation located in the 

FEROS room is not working 
These temperature are being placed in AutRep by AGO. After this 

work is done it will be closed. 
010423 2.2m GROND autoguiding camera failed This is a repeatedly problem. The cause has not been identified. 

Investigation continues. As soon as a new ACE box arrives , the 
system has to be checked. PSI should provide some feedback 

regarding this problem. NOTE: GROND has to provide us with an 
ACE box in order to replace the one installed in the instrument. 

010438 2.2m TCS not responding To be closed 
010439 2.2m WFI process failed To keep it under examination for a week, before closing it. 
010440 2.2m FEROS failed LPRS Acc. To software this is a known problem. To be closed. 
009291 3.6m Undocumented features in 

agwsmonControl 
By request of ASE this problem that was on hold was re-opened. It 

is necessary to discuss with G.Lo Curto some points. 
010208 3.6m Encoder position sof HARPS retarded 

plate 
ASE will continue with this work. 

010237 3.6m Two communication phones (in the 
NOB 4541 and in the small lift 4371) are 

in bad state 

Phone 4192 was repaired by placing a splitter of the line allowing 
that two phones are ringing at the same time. This solution solved 
the problem of sending a call from one phone to another. Phone 
4541 still not working. Simon Lowery was contacted and he is 

requesting more information. 
010420 3.6m HARPS alarm display status Log monitor was removed. JUR is working. 
010437 3.6m HARPS ICS retpr device failed PSI is following the problem 
010307 NTT SOFI noise problem This problem is kept open to collect information. No news 
010311 NTT SOFI missing program ID in the headers 

of SOFI calibration 
A script is run to know if there are missing headers. The cause of the 

problem is not known yet. 
010433 NTT SOFI La Silla Remedy Nightlog The panel runs in Paranal and not in La Silla. There is no 

explanation yet. It is under investigation. 
010434 NTT SOFI: The template SOFI-spec-obs-

GenericSpectro sends wrong offsets to 
the TCS 

To be tested 

010403 Other ARSERVER lsnlNRstat script limits year 
for statistics retrieval to <=2010!! 

To be closed 

010405 Other Old instruments keywords should be 
removed in 3.6m 

CCE to remove them from 3.6m 

010406 Other Remove obsolete emails addresses for 
LPRS 

To be tested and close it 

010428 Other REGLE machine in off mode by itself To be closed 
010430 Other Sw14 ftp power Next Friday 10.06 the shut off will be done under the supervision of 

MPA, for the re-distribution of loads in the circuits. 
 
 La Silla Problems Report: Last Week   
LPRS 

TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

010441 3.6m Polarimeter fail The problem still open and to be followed by PSI. 
OPEN 

 
La Silla On-Hold Problems 

LPRS 
TEL/INS/ 

GEN 
Description Action 

008087 2.2m Delta interlock while moving the telescope from a 
position 4hW to the meridian , at Delta =-10 

Year 2006: TO BE CLOSED 



009680 2.2m Reflection in NB#Halpha/7_ESO856 Year 2008: ON HOLD 
To design a baffle for the tracker filter and test it 

010261 2.2m WFI Filter error doesn’t abort DOME FLAT OB Year 2010: ON HOLD 
Tob e closed 

010402 2.2m FEROS E2p2RTD can’t show images Year 2011: ON HOLD 
No news 

009214 NTT EFOSC bright features (ghosts?) in spectro-
polarimetric data calibrations 

Year 2007: Information to be included in the WiKi and 
close it 

No news 
009312 NTT NTT AO action repository Year 2008: Information to be included in the WiKi and 

close it 
To keep it under the same condition 

009811 NTT EFOSC reflections (new?) Year 2008: Information to be included in the WiKi and 
close it 

Related to the new filter wheel installation 
010367 NTT Fall back init mode activated for unknown reasons in 

Mask/Slit wheel 
Year 2011: ON HOLD 

No news 
 

 
 La Silla Technical Action Points 
Telescope 
/General/ 
Safety 

Create 
Date Problem Short Description Action Status Responsible Deadline 

NTT 4/14/09 
Reflections from filters due to 
different angle from the wheel used at 3.6m 

When time allows it will be changed. To find a technical 
night for this work Assigned. 

Pending 
Mechanics 
(Paranal) 

8/30/09 

NTT 22/03/11 
An alarm panel that monitors SOFI 
instrument status 

IKA will do it. No news 
Assigned Software 

(Paranal) 
 

NTT 04/05/11 
Standard filter set defined for Hale-Bopp 
(standard for comet observation 

To re-measure in the optical lab the hereafter filters, so to 
produce a new set of transmission curves. The filters are: 
800 CN 
801 C3 
802 BCont 
803 C2 
804 NH2 
805 RCont 

Closed Optics ASAP 

3.6m 26/01/11 
The installation of the tip-tilt table required 
the implementation of dedicated software. 

The next technical time at the 3.6m is on August11th. 
During the July 14th Technical time, ASE will prepare a 
set of tests to advance in the project 
 

Assigned Software  

3.6m 29/05/11 
HARPS Fabry-Perot temperatures reporting HARPS Fabry-Perot temperature needs to be written in 

the fits headers of all files. IKA will look into this TAP. New Software Before next 
F-P run 

General 9/13/09 
The freeze of VLT and/or MIDAS 
software with their libraries in La 
Silla and the corresponding hardware 
potential failure. 

Not before middle of next year. (IKA). No news 
Assigned. 
Pending 

Software/IT 
(Paranal) 

31/08/10 

General  9/01/11 
Installation of cable channel and power for 
safety cameras system 

Work advancing. AWR sent the following e-mail in 
relation with this work: 
I will be in La Silla for a Full turno April 13-20. During 
this turno I will need some additional Support to install 
Electrical and Cable connections to: 
- TRS 
- Warehouse 
- SEST 
- 3p6 (possible). 
I therefore request that someone from 
Maintenance/Electrical is available for this period. 
 

It has been 
decided 
where to 
install the 
remaining 
cameras in 
the SEST 
area and 
3.6m 

IT 01/04/11 

General 11/01/11 
Relocate Dome Status file “dome.last” to a 
more reliable machine 

The GVA proposal has been agreed. MPA will have to 
decide where to place this file. Assigned. 

To contact 
Software 
and IT for 
its advance 

Software 01/04/11 

2.2m  10/03/11 
The machine used as pipeline for FEROS 
and WFI is extremely slow. 

The real problem is that the processes that are running in 
the OFF machine should not be running there. The 
pipeline machine should be the one hosting them. 
A solution proposed by MPA is to move the WFI process 
to the pipeline machine that is sufficiently powerful for 
the purpose. This has to be done by DHA and F.Selman 
agreement. Note that the change of the OFF machine is 
not an easy task because requires the preparation of a new 
machine and the software associate. 

New DHA/ 
Science 

ASAP 

General 16/04/11 
Tool to check correct times of SPARCS IKA will do it. This work will be done during August 

campaign in La Silla by IKA. New Software  

 
 La Silla Change Requests NTT 

CRE Number Telescope/ 
General Description Status 

LSO-CRE-ESO-
70400-0004 

NTT Improving NTT Fiber twister To plan together with RME the installation of the new twister. No urgency at 
the moment. 

LSO-CRE-ESO-
80010-0002 

General Procedure to semi-automate the 
shutdown of La Silla WS in case 

MPA to prepare the script and test it 



of emergency 

 
 

 La Silla Projects, Studies or Special Works  
Telescope/ Instrument 

DESCRIPTION Action 

Schmidt dome wheels ! Three wheels arrived and there are going to be installed. The first control of the 
new wheels shows that there is a clear problem with the molding where the 
wheels are worked. In order to discuss this problem with VULCO, BAH is going to 
go to VULCO 

 

GROND  ! GROND data transferred to the off-line machine is filling up its capacity. A TAP 
will be prepared in order to have this action removed by DHA  

3.6m Dome Bogies ! A TAP will be opened in order to make changes to AUTREP (number of bogies-
load cells) to be controlled and the user interface panel where lso the number of 
bogies has to be reflected. Actually there are 14 bogies in use and the total 
number of wheels supporting the dome is 30. Not all of them are going to be 
changed by bogies, but as a decision all positions have to be reflected in bot 
AUTREP and Panel. 

 

 
 La Silla Miscellaneous 

Item DESCRIPTION 

Policlinic ! After the experience with the COVALMAR people that came to La Silla not being fit for the site, it is 
necessary to insist to contractors that they have to be medically checked prior their arrival in La Silla. 
Logistics will look into this issue. 

! All La Silla people are vaccine against the flue 

Logistics ! The offers reception for the vehicles has concluded. At the same time an investigation of the best vehicles to 
buy for people transport is on-going. There are not too many makes that can offer attractive vehicles that can 
fulfill the needs of La Silla. A special meeting will take place in order to analyze the different alternatives. 

Safety ! A Red Binder will be available in the NOB control room where all the indications and actions to be taken 
during an emergency are going to be written. This has to be related to announcements, public notes, etc. 

Gymnasium ! The new machines gymnasium is near its inauguration. The intention of this place is to have people going to 
this place without making use of the cars. The use has to be done without bothering others. This means that 
in case of a meeting or any official activity the use will be restrained. 

! It is important to mention that taking care of this place is absolute responsibility of the users. 
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NTT EFOSC NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

1.06 AMA GAG 
GSM BAH 
EMA JFL 

ULTRACAM removal and EFOSC installation.  The GPS antenna and cable that 
belongs to ULTRACAM team was also withdrawn from the NTT building. 

 

 
NTT SOFI NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
NTT Telescope/Adapters/Dome/Hydraulics NTT 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

30.05-06.06 EVE, GAG, 
FVA, GSM 

Daily inspection to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

30.05 EVE, VLO Main mirror cover maintenance M 
30.05 Logistic Telescope structure cleaning  

2.06 JFL The ambient particulate analyzer was installed in the NTT dome to continue with the 
dust monitoring. 

 

 
ASM                                      Dimm                                                                                                        ASM                
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
 
 

3.6M HARPS 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

01-02.06 PSI Polarimeter slider (POLS) gets disabled by the motor controller for unknown 
reason. If left alone for a few hours without moving, the POLS function will go to 

L010441 



“axis disabled” state and the next attempt to move it from ICS will immediate give 
an error. The function can be recovered by doing an INIT, but this has to be done 
twice to clear the FAILED state. Assigned to SOF to provide more diagnostics. 

30.05-06.06 GSM Daily control of  telemetry             M 
01.06 GSM, FVA Change Dewar LN2 (120 Lt.)  
    
 
3.6M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 3.6M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

30.05-06.06 EVE, GAG, 
GSM 

Daily inspect ion to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 

01.06 EVE, EMA Main mirror cleaning with CO2  
    

 
2.2M WFI 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
2.2M FEROS 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

02.06 PSI Rebalanced the flux from Red and Blue Flat field lamps. Also, the current of the 
Blue lamp was increased from 4.8A to 5.0A. The lamp voltage is around 13.0V at 
operating temp. This is still within the working range for this type of bulb. After this 
change, the data produced by the pipeline appear to have improved in terms of S/N 
ratios on the Flat Fields (the FF ratio plots show less “grass” on the blue orders). 
Also, the order extraction improved as now the complete orders are obtained in the 
blue end while in the previous condition, two orders in the blue where truncated 
near the CCD edge. Finally, an increase in FF exposure time from 7s to 12s 
improved the overall S/N of the order extraction by better covering the CCD 
dynamic range. The S/N of the FF now is very close to the ones of the reference 
data, if not better.  

L010341 

30.05-06.06 GSM Daily control of  telemetry M 
    
    

2.2M GROND 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
    
 
2.2M Telescope/Adapter/Dome/Hydraulics 2.2M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

30.05-06.06 GAG, EVE,  Daily inspection  to building and telescope from Maximo (7 work order) M 
02-03.06 EVE, VLO In the daily inspection of the dome they were found five tension springs of the dome 

supports wheels in bad condition. They were changed. 
 

    
 
1.54M Danish 1.54M 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 
 
REM LN2 System/Telescope/Instrument REM 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

01.06 GSM, FVA Change of LN2 Dewar’s   
06.06 GSM, AMA Change of LN2 Dewar’s  
    
 
Schmidt QUEST Cam/Telescope/Dome/Hydraulics Schmidt 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

30.05-06.06 EVE, GSM Daily inspection of dome operation, hydraulic plant and compressors  M 
 
Other Tel National Telescopes Instrument/Dome/Hydraulics Other Tel 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    

 



General NTCCD General 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

    
 
Site General Maintenance and Infrastructure Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

30-31.05 SAV Painting work of access stairways tof NOB  
01.06 ERI, SAV Installation of LCD screen wall support in new gym  
02.06 ERI, SAV Change of black curtain in Room 405  

3-4.06 JFL The spare GPS for NTT time generator was installed in the servo room at the 
3.6m. This GPS is not suitable to replace the GPS currently in use at the NTT 
feeding the time server, because it is generating a wrong date due to the week turn 
over of October 99. The CERME clock that generates and distributes UT and ST to 
2.2m, 1.54m and small telescopes is now synchronized with 5 MHZ and 1 PPS 
signals that come from the GPS. These signals are replacing those originally 
provided by the Caesium atomic clock. The GPS has a high stability internal 
oscillator which takes over in case that the GPS looses connection. In this 
configuration, we have a double redundant system, with two clocks which are 
disciplined to the GPS time. 
Next step will be to feed the UT time driver that distribute UT time to the above 
mentioned domes with the IRGB signal provided by the GPS.  

The setting of the FRU unit was changed to “Automatic” mode instead of “Internal” 
and “Lock” instead of “Free”. 

 

 
Site Logistics / Safety / Security Site 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

 JFL/GSM La Silla got a snow storm by Monday 6th, lasting from 4:00 AM till 1:30 PM and 
accumulating about 12 cm of snow. No vital system suffered problems and usual 
safety precautions were applied. 
We started to clean the roads at 6:30 AM with the Unimog, giving priority to access 
those telescopes where refilling was needed, which permitted to finish all critical 
tasks early in the morning. The carry-all kept for emergencies in La Silla was taken 
to the hotel area the night before, already equipped with snow chains. The Monday 
shift could arrive to La Silla without difficulties, including the bus. 

 

    
 
 
Misc. Miscellaneous Misc. 
Date Name(s) Action LPRS / WO / MAX 

02.06 PSI CES FIERA VIDBRD was received from Paranal where it was sent for testing. It 
was found Ok and the board was left in the CES Fiera crate. 

 

02.06 PSI Received ARC #93 to be installed in 3.6m CCDImg next week. This should 
improve the guiding quality providing a lower noise camera images.  

 

02.06 PSI Received VIDBRD #43 configured for WFI. Will be installed next shift to recover 
SUSI Vidbrd currently in used there. 

 

01.06 PSI Debugged Remedy script to generate LS Weekly Meeting LPRS listing. Added 
listing of On Hold LPRS. 

 

30.05-06.06 FVA GAG, 
EVE, GSM 

3 WO From Maximo Preventive Maintenance electric and mechanic M 

      01.06 EVE, VLO, 
BAH 

Change eighteen dome support wheels by new Technyl wheels (TRAPPIST 
DOME) 

 

02.06 EVE Fabrication of new  Technyl dome support wheels for TRAPPIST (they were 
needed ten more units) 

 

01.06 GSM IN- 1M Reading energy meters Pajonales M6107727 
3.06 MCA JFL Introduction to astronomer S. Ortolani.  
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List of Acronyms 
AGO: Andrés González TMES 
ALE: Angélica León DNOS 
AMA: Agustin Macchino   TMES 
API: Aldo Pizarro  ELC (Paranal) 
ASA: Ariel Sánchez DNOS 
AWR: Andy Wright IT (Paranal) 
BAH: Bernardo Ahumada TMES 
CSP: Christian Spille SAFETY (Paranal) 
DVE: Doralisa Vejar ESACH 
 
 
 

EMA: Eduardo Matamoros DNOS 
EVE: Enrique Vera TMES 
FCA: Francisco Cáceres DNOS 
FLA: Francisco Labraña DNOS 
FOL: Francisco Olivares MEC (Paranal) 
FVA: Francisco Valdivia ESENER 
GAG: Gregorio Aguilera SERVITODO 
GIH: Gerardo Ihle 
GES: Gerardo Smith ESENER 
 
 
 
 

IES: Ivonne Espinoza ESACH 
JAL: Javier Alarcón DNOS 
JDU: Javier Duk SLAS 
JFI: José Figueroa MEC (Paranal) 
JFL: Juan Fluxá TMES 
JPI: Juan Carlos Pineda MEC (Paranal) 
JUR: Josefina Urrutia SOF (Paranal) 
JVA: Javier Valenzuela   ODT (Paranal) 
JVI: Jorge Vilaza   TMES 
 
 

LWE: Luis Wendegass TMES 
MCA: Mónica Castillo DNOS 
PIA: Andrés Pizarro SAFETY (Paranal) 
MPA : Marcus Pavez IT (Paranal) 
MPI: Manuel Pizarro DNOS 
PAR: Pablo Arias DNOS 
PSI: Peter Sinclaire  TMES 
 

 


